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Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 60-440
feeiwater Nuzzle Wold
Indicaiiona.1 TAC.16.1.!10*lu;

Gentlemen:

During the u1 coming Perry Nuolear Power Plant (PNPP) refueling outage, the two
feedwater nozzlet, that contain ecack indications will be inalected and
evaluated, and NRC approval will le required prior to plant startup an noted in
the Deptember 12, 1991 NRC letter that documented Staff review of operation
throuch the third cycle. Several activitieu have been completed to date, in
order to cimplify and ex1edito the onsite Engineering reviewn which will be
jerformed during the outage, and also to simplify the 14RC review and approval
proceDa.

The (Arat of these activities waa the preparation for, and conduct of , a
rucoting with the NRC Ctaf f an December fa, 1991. This meeting wan hold to
dincuna the various ccenarion that could occur curing the refueling ou+ ace
based on the observed nine of the indicationa at that time [inalections are
ocheduled to he performed in mid-April, during Refuel Outage 3 (RFO-3)),
including the resultant activitien that would likely be taken for each
ocenario.

The second activity was completed an a result of a comm.tment made during the
NRC meeting. A Stmaary Technical Reiert entitled " Evaluation Of Flaw
Indication (s) In The Perry Feedwater Noncle To Gafe-End Welda Extraiolated
Beyond RFO-3" haa been prepared, which presento the resulta of Engineering
evaluationa on 1otential future crowth of various Ioatulated initial crack
alzee that might be observed during RFO-3 inspections. This Cuacary Technical
Report la provided an Enclor>ure 1 for NRC information, and the PNPP realtione
are briefly ourmariced in this letter.

It in anticipated that the information provided herein wi'.1 aid NRC review of
the case-ciw.:ific culeit tal that will be raade by PNPP duc tng RFO-3, following
recolpt of the inoervice inspection resulte of the welds containing crack
indicationa.
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Dif ferent technical evaluationo will be Ierformed detending on what region of
the " flaw-depth versua flaw-length plot' that the crack Indications are,

i determined to lie within. First. no noted in Attachment 1 to the Summary
Tachnical Reict0, the Mechanical Streno improvement Proces- hse been ;
analytically shown to place the inner 60% of the pile wall into comprecelon for ;

the complete circumference, i.e. 100% of the circumference. Attachment 1 to
the Burnmary Technical Resort wan prepared by the MSIP vendor, AEA 0'Donnell
Inc. (for the Cleveland Electrie illuminating Corupany). In order to provide

| conservatiem and account for the tensibility of inaccuracies in flaw nizing ,

capabilities. Attachment 1 protonen that within the more restrictive region of
<40% flaw depth and (33% flew length (circumicrontial), that credit be give
for MSIP mitigation of any flaws auch that flawe in this region will not be
ex;ected to subceq6ently grow. It is recognized that, in Generic hetter 88-01 ;

and NUREG 0313, NRC hao only to-date recognized a region bounded by 30% depth '

and 105 circumference for complete mitigation of flawa by MSIP, Although the
3

Clevoland Electric Illuminating Company (CEI) agreco with the baala for the
region protoned by AEA 0'Donnell, Inc. for crack mitigation and believen that
there 10 no technical basis fer the smaller NUREG-0313 region, CEI proloces to
utill:e a more conservative region (than the 40%/33%), bounded by 10% derth and *

25% circumference, for crack mitigation credit.

Therefore, if field inupectiona during RF03 detezmine that the crack eine is
within thin 30% depth /2S% circumference region. the cace-elecific evaluation

which will be cubmitted to NRC will note that the crack indleation has been
placed into contreceion and that-no further growth will occur, Crack growth
calculationn will therefore need not be included sa part of a cace-arecific
evaluation for welda within thle envelote. CEI will continue to claasify any
wolda containing crack indications outaide of the 30%/10% region but within the
30%/25% region as G.h. 88-01 Table 1 Category F welde an diecuaned in Item 3 of
the Staff Position on Incte ion Scheduloa, unless they can be upgraded to
Category E based on 4 aucceebivo examinationa rerformed during upcoming
refueling outagen. Thc first of the 4 subsequent inepections would be
Ierformed during Refuel Ootaga 4 for this acenario.

For the ocenarios in which the field inelection determine that the crack sito
la outside of the 30% depth /26V circumference region, no credit of any kind
will ~ be- taken foe MSIP compreceive forces, or for the compressive forces that
result from the aa-welded reeidual stress profile for areas of the weld
greater than 20% depth (oeo Figure 3 of NUREG-0313. Rev. 2. Aprendix A " Crack
Growth Calculationa"). Therefore, the case-elecific evaluation that will be
submitted during the refueling outane will discuse the crack growth
calculations that have been- P rformed, and will provide cnnclusions as to the
number of plant oIerating hourn that are acceptable prior to the next
insg etion (in no case will the next inspection occur later than during the
next refueling outage). The. crack growth calculations will 1e rerformed using

' the methodology described in the enclosed Summary Technical Report. These
methode are conciatent with those deocribed in Arlendix A of NUREG-031J in that
they recognize the fundamental concept that the cr;ck growth rate of a material
ie a function of the applied strena intenoity factor GI). The calculations

'
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determine the growth rnte using the Alloy 182 Crack Growth Rate Streos
Delendency data from ElH1 Project #1RP 1930-1, and for concervatism, they
neglect the ae + welded recidual otr oca profile of the weld. The Suncary
Technical Rerert provideo examples of the number of plant orerating hours that
may occur before an inelcotton is required (for variouc initial flaw sizea)
without exceedance of the ACME Code acceptance criteria.

Also prov.ded within the ReIort are the results of calculationo Ierformed
utilizing the conetant crack growth rate that was diacueced by the NRC in their
review of plant oteration for the third oterating cycle, 6,0E-Ob inchee/ hour.-
This information in provided primarily for comparison lurtue,en, as Chl believen
that this acaumed growth rate is greater than would be exterienced for the
PNPP-ntecific conditions of nozzle stress and water chemistry.

It should be noted that the flaw evaluation which will be Ierformed during the
refueling outage and submitted for NRC review and approval, will include the
effecta of unubber optimization efforts that are being implemented during the
third refueling outage. An discuased in letter PY-CEl/NRR-1374h dated
October 10, 1991, the evaluation will serve ao the cace-etecific evaluatica
. required by PNPP's commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.64, as it discuasea Code
Cano N-411-1 Condition No. 5. Thia position was also discueced at the,

December S. 1991 meeting with the NRC Staff and in addreened in the encloaod
Summary Technical Retort.

If you have any questiona, please feel free to call.

Gincerely

'
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Michael D, bye er

MDL:BSF:an,

I

! cc: NRC Project Manager
| NRC Realdent lnerector Office
| NRC Region 111
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